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Measures of Experience on Defaulted Issues
TABLES in this section cover the experience records of
defaulted issues as reflected in promised yields, re-
alized yields over selected natural periods in their life
spans, market prices at default, and discounted values
of receipts from default to extinguishment. Struc-
turally, the tables are similar to the other tables on
bond experience, in that the various summary meas-
ures of bond experience are shown separately for
large issues and for small, with industry breakdowns
given only for the large issues. Unlike the other experi-
ence tables, however, the statisticsin the default
tables are simple unweighted averages. They therefore
reflect the behavior of bond portfolios comprised of
defaulted issues held over selected natural periods,
with equal amounts invested in each issue. The use
of unweighted averages avoids the problem of shifting
par-amount weights during the life span. of defaulted
issues, thus facilitating comparisons of experience over
different periods, such as, for example, the period
from offering to default and from default to extin-
guishment.
The tables cover the experience of defañlted issues
rather than the offerings of such issues, and each issue
is counted only once, even though it may have gone
into default several times. Therefore, in the case of
multiple offerings and defaults, the yields measure
the experience from the date of the first offering for
which date and offering price are available, to first
default, from first default to extinguishment, and so
on. (Only sixteen large issues and nine issues in the
small-issues sample went into default a second time.)
Similarly; the yields reflect the treatment of the ma-
jority of the bondholders, rather than of any particular
splinter group. In other words, it was assumed that
the bondholder received the amounts accepted by the
majority in a corporate reorganization.
The default experience tables are of two basic
types:
(1) Promised yields at offering and realized yields
from offering to default and over life span of de-
faulted issues, classified by the distributing
ble, by size of issue, by major industry group for
large issues, and by selected periods of offering,
1900-1943, with number of. issues in each class
(e.g., Table 217 for agency rating).
(2) Market prices at default, discounted values of
receipts after default, and realized yields after
default, classified by the distributing variable, by
size of issue, by major industry group for large,
issues, and by selected periods of default, 1900-
1943, with number of issues in each class (e.g.,
Table 218 for agency rating).
Tables of the first type contain promised yields at
date of first offering, realized yields from offering to
default and from offering to extinguishment, and the
number of issues included in the yield averages. Loss
rates may be obtained by subtracting realized yield
from promised yield. The experience measures pre-
sented in these tables are restricted to issues in the
default experience sample: that is,to those among
large issues, and among small issues in the controlled
10 per cent sample, for which realized yields could
be computed over selected natural periods in the life
span of defaulted issues. Since the tables are designed
to permit comparisons of the realized yields obtained
by investors who bought at offering and sold at de-
fault with the experience of others who held over the
entire life span from offering to extinguishment, only
issues for which both yields could be computed are
included.The yields shown in the tables are aver-
aged over the full period studied, 1900-1943, and over
the subperiods 1900-1909, 1910-19, 1920-24, 1925-31,
and 1932-43. A straight decade classification was re-
jected in favor of one that permits comparisons of the
exceptionally poor performanceof bondsoffered
during the late 1920's (most of which were outstand-
ing during the Great Depression) with those offered
in other periods. The number sections of the tables
may be used as weights in combining the data to cover
broader periods and broader categories of the dis-
tributing variables. Universe estimates for large and
small issues combined may be obtained by applying
the number figures shown in the table presented be-
low, which contains estimates of the total number of
defaulted issues in the universe from which the default
experience samples were drawn, classified by period
of offering.
In most cases, distributing variables in tables of the
first type were assigned at date of offering. Typically,
the distributing variables are prospective measures of
bond quality, such as the agency rating, the market
rating, and so forth, since primary interest attaches to
the experience records of defaulted issues classified by
such prospective measures at offering. Table 227 011
assetsize of obligor is exceptional in that the size
refers to the situation at date of default rather than
at offering. The basic punched card records containing
the characteristics of defaulted issues include a coding484 MEASURESOF EXPERiENCE ON DEFAULTED ISSUES:
Estimated Number of Defaulted Issues in the Universe from Which the Default Experience
Samples Were Drawn, Classified by Major Industry Group for Large and Small
Issues, and by Periods of Offering and of Default, 1900-1943
LARGEISSUES SMALLISSUES
All Public All Public
industriesRailroadsUtilitiesindustrial,rindustriesRailroads Utilities indu.striala
Total 694 284 218 192 4,290 830 2,120 1,340
By Period of Offering
1900-1909 244 139 75 30 1,760 520 1,120 120
1910-1919 133 67 44 22 820 180 460 180
1920-1924 73 13 13 47 470 50 110 310
1925-1931 217 52 77 88 1,060 60 370 630
1932-1943 27 13 9 5 180 20 60 100
1900-1929 277 114
By Period of Default
94 69 2,470 600 1,400 470
1930-1943 417 170 124 123 1,820 230 720 870
NOTE: Estimates for the small issues were obtained by
multiplying the number of defaulted issues in the
small-issues sample by ten. A defaulted issue is only
counted once in the default experience tables even
though it may have gone into default a second time.
This treatment accounts for the smaller number of
issues shown in this table than in the section on Char-
acteristics of Defaulted Issues (see, for example, Table
135). The latter tables include sixteen large issues and
of asset size at date of default. It was not thought
worthwhile to collate with other cards in order to shift
forward to the offering date, since the coding of asset
size of obligor seldom changed between the dates of
offering and of default.
Tables of the second major type included in this
section contain market prices at date of default and
various measures of investor experience after default,
for issues in the default experience sample. The sum-
mary measures in the body of the tables areshown
for all defaults in the full period studied, and for
defaults in the two subperiods 1900-1929 and 1930-
43. Structurally, these tables are similar to the de-
fault tables discussed earlier. The statistics in the body
of the tables are unweighted averages, classified by
size of issue and by major industry group for large
issues. Number figures on which the averages are
based are given in the body of the tables and may be
used in weighting the corresponding prices and yields
to obtain experience measures for broader groupings
of the distributing variables than thpse shown in the
captions of the tables. Estimates of the number of
defaulted issues in the universe from which the de-
fault experience samples were drawn, classified by
nine in the small-issues sample on which two defaults
occurred. They also include six instances among large
issues and two among those in the small-issues sample
in which defaulted issues pledged under other issues
were released to.the public market. Such issues were
included in the tables on Characteristics of Defaulted
Issues in order to obtain correct estimates of the num-
ber and amount of defaulted issues held by the
investing public.
period of default, are also presented in the above
tabulation. These numbers may be used as weights to
obtain rough universe estimates for large and small
defaulted issues combined.
The average prices at default shown in tables of
the second type are based on monthly high and low
sales prices (or high bids and low asking prices) dur-
ing the three-month period following the date of
default. Receipts on defaulted issues (including re-
ceipts for five years on successor securities) are dis-
counted back to date of default at three percent and
at six percent. Since most bonds are offered at or near
par, estimates of capital losses per $100 of investment
on bonds sold at default may be obtained by sub-
tractingthe marketpriceatdefaultfrompar.
Estimates of capital losses or capital gains on issues
purchased at default and held to extinguishment may
be obtained by subtracting the market price at default
from the value of receipts after default discounted at
three percent or at six percent (or at some inter-
mediate value determined by interpolation or extrapo-
lation). The realized yields from default to extinguish-
ment in these tables may be compared with the
corresponding yields from offering to default, given iiiMEASURES OF EXPERiENCE ON DEFAULTED ISSUES 48.5
tables of the first type, to determine the relative merits
of buying or selling at default. Similarly, the realized
yields from default to two and to five years later, and
the yields for five years on successor securities permit
comparison of the results obtained by those who pur-
chased successor securities, or held defaulted bonds
over selected intervals after default.
Examination of the tables will indicate considerable
variation in the number of issues on which the various
default measures are based, the number depending in
part upon the availability of information needed to
compute the measures and in part upon the length and
character of the periods covered. For example, fewer
issues are outstanding five years after default than
two years, so that the number of issues for which
realized yields could be computed was less for the
former period than for the latter. Strict comparability
in number was preserved in those sections of the
tables showing average market price at default, values
of receipts discounted back to date of default, and
realized yields from default to extinguishment, by
excluding all issues for which the market price at
default or the full record of cash receipts was un-
known. Strict comparability of coverage was neces-
iary in these sections in order to facilitate comparisons
of the relative merits of purchasing or selling issues
at date of default.
As a general rule,the distributing variablesin
tables of the second type were assigned at or near
the date of default. For example, Tables 218, 219,
and 220 show default prices, receipts, and yields after
default, classified by composite agency rating grade
five years, two years, and one year before default.
Similarly, the current yield (the ratio of the coupon
rate to market price) five years, two years, and one
year before default is used as the distributing variable
in Tables 222-224. The current yield is used in these
tables rather than the market rating, because the
promised yield to maturity, on which the market rating
is based, becomes erratic and ambiguous as issues
approach default.
There are a few exceptions to the rule of assigning
the distributing variable at or near the date of default.
For example, the lien position (Table 226) was availa-
ble in our records only at date of offering, so that it
was necessary to assign it at that time rather than at
default. In Table 230 on nature of default and settle-
ment, Table 232 on number of years from offering
•to default and default to settlement, and Table 238 on
number of years from default to extinguishment, the
subject matter determined the assignment of the date.T
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